Biological approximations, which are universal for diverse species, are well known. With no other experimental data, their invariance to transformations from one species to another yields exact conservation (with respect to biological diversity and evolutionary history) laws, which are inconsistent with known physics and unique for self-organized live systems. The laws predict two and only two universal ways of biological diversity and evolution; their singularities; a new kind of rapid (compared to lifespan) adaptation and reversible mortality, which may be directed. Predictions agree with experimental data, and call for new concepts, insights, and microscopic theory.
2
Every new field in science yielded new laws and fundamental constants, e.g.:
relativity and the speed of light, quantum mechanics and the Planck constant, statistical mechanics 1 and the Boltzmann constant. Models followed rather than preceded new concepts and laws. This paper proves biological complexity is not an exception: it does not reduce to known physics, and yields new laws and fundamental constants. Naturally, new physics may be unraveled from experiments only. Start with well known empirical relations 2-4 which reduce basal (i.e., resting) oxygen consumption rate and life span for all animals, heartbeat time for animals with heart to animal mass (more details later). Biological data depend on a multitude of unspecified factors in often poorly controllable and reproducible conditions. Yet, the number of basal oxygen molecules, consumed per body atom per maximal life span, is 5 2 12
. ± for all animals 3 , whose body mass changes 10 billion times. Within their (relatively high) accuracy, all allometric relations are conserved despite transformations from one species to another, with different biological complexity and evolutionary history.
Thus, they present "conservation laws" in biology and evolution. The laws are valid in a living system, which strongly interacts with its non-stationary heterogeneous environment (via metabolism, energy loss, etc). Yet, they do not explicitly depend on time or on any characteristics of the environment. In spite of enormous biological complexity and diversity of animals, the laws reduce to the animal mass only. Such laws are inconsistent with known physics (e.g., energy in physics is conserved in a stationary system only; it includes potential energy, which depends on many variables). They must be related to fine tuned adjustment (of an animal to its biology and environment), which is unique for self-organized live systems 1 . Such adjustment, which provides universal, i.e. biologically non-specific (independent of biology and environment), laws, is a physical and biological challenge. 
So,
Suppose u is an additive quantity, i.e.
( )
Equation (2) is a functional equation which is linear in f and non-linear in c .
Consider a special case of
Then, by Eq. (2), 
There, similar to the previous case, a piecewise linear law 
Equations (5) and (7) yield a "heterogeneity exclusion principle" in a canonic population -they exclude segments outside a given interval and any heterogeneity at the segment boundaries (but impose no limitations on heterogeneity inside each of the segments). Since different groups are heterogeneous in their complete sets of factors η , Eq. (7) implies vanishing susceptibility of v to η at
Equation (6) may be presented in the form:
(where
). Equation (8) maps Eq. (6) onto the coexistence of phases
with the "concentrations" 
This proves the existence of two universal biological constants (similar to fundamental physical constants, but known with Thus, conservation laws and their predictions are verified with metabolism, which is a must for entropy decrease, i.e. for survival. Now comprehensively verify them with mortality, which is a must for natural selection. Start with a test stone of human mortality, which is arguably the best quantified biological characteristic.
Demographic "period" "life tables" 7 use accurately registered human birth and death records to calculate mortality rates x q , i.e. the probabilities to die from age x to 1 + x in a given calendar year, for a given sex and country or its specific group (over 50 000 data items for Sweden alone). A "period" survivability x l is the probability to survive to a given age x in a given calendar year. It equals
is the probability to survive from age y to age 1 + y . "Cohort" life tables list x q and x l for a "cohort", born the same calendar year. Biodemographic life tables present mortality rates and survivabilities, usually for an animal cohort, at its characteristic ages (e.g., days for flies). Mortality is very sensitive to living conditions. 7-9 Yet, at any given age empirical relation between x q and ( ) In fact, demographic data yield piecewise linear rather than linear dependence. 10, 11 This may be consistent with Eq. (6), which (in virtue of the dependence on x ) changes to
Verity predictions of Eq. (11). Linear conservation law was predicted to be universal for all animals. Indeed, when Eq. (11) is scaled according to its species specific crossovers, empirical ( ) Mortality 0 Q strongly depends on living conditions, but from conception to 1 = x only. So, at any age canonic mortality rate x Q rapidly adjusts to, and is determined by, current ( 2 < years for humans) living conditions only. It is independent of the previous life history. Therefore, together with 0 Q , it may be rapidly reduced and reversed to its value at a much younger age. So, when mortality of a cohort is predominantly canonic, it may be reversed also. Reversible mortality implies its reversible adjustment to living conditions, and thus rapid accurate adaptability, with the relaxation time small compared to lifespan. Reduction of mortality x Q at any age to 0 Q is amazing (since living conditions, e.g., food and diseases, are intrinsically 10 very different for elderly and newborns). Yet, it is consistent with clinical studies 13 , as well as with demographic observation that infant mortality is a sensitive barometer of mortality at any age. 7 However, only exact universal law accurately predicts mortality reversibility, which is inconsistent with any evolutionary theory of aging. consumption. This suggests a study of bacteria fission, as well as their metabolic and dynamic characteristics, which may grossly simplify the search for molecular nature of universality and for a biologically non-specific "pill" to regulate it.
To summarize. Conservation laws, i.e. exact relations between certain (dominant) fractions of biological quantities, are derived. They reduce to universal biological and evolutionary constants, similar to fundamental constants in physics, and predict "quantized" species specific constants. Singularities in the laws yield vanishing susceptibility to different conditions The laws specify perspectives of and impose limitations on biological diversity and its evolutionary changes. Perspectives include a possibility to rapidly and accurately direct adaptability and decrease mortality, perhaps even with a biologically non-specific pill. The laws, their unanticipated implications and predictions are verified with metabolism, which is a 12 must for entropy decrease, and thus for survival, and with mortality, which is a must for natural selection. 14 6. The estimates for "critical indexes" α , β , γ , δ vary 1-3 from 3 2 to 4 3 for α , from 4 
